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‘Brain Orgasm’ From Watching YouTube Videos Promotes Mental
Health | Tech Times
Men and women's brains are not all that different when they
have an orgasm, as they feel like they're losing control, but
how exactly does the.
How do orgasms affect the brain? Study investigates
Though you don't need to have an orgasm to find sex
pleasurable, it's definitely a great bonus. In order to figure
out what's going on our brains.
How do orgasms affect the brain? Study investigates
Though you don't need to have an orgasm to find sex
pleasurable, it's definitely a great bonus. In order to figure
out what's going on our brains.

Your Brain On: An Orgasm - Shape Magazine | Shape
Neuroscientist Barry Komisaruk and sex therapist Nan Wise
wanted to know what exactly goes on in the brain when a woman
orgasms.
Sex on the brain: Orgasms unlock altered consciousness | New
Scientist
You know an orgasm and sex feels good, but do you know why?
Read on to learn about what's going on in your head—and how it
affects your.
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Men and women tend to have similar brain activity during an
orgasm, despite the different emotions and behaviors displayed
by both genders. Image courtesy of Shutterstock.
ResearchersfromStanfordUniversityinCaliforniarecentlyshowedthatin
So here's what we do know:. The PFC, however, showed more
activation when touches and pelvic squeezes were imagined
compared with those that were real. This is a hormone and
neurotransmitter produced by the hypothalamus.
Immediatelyafter,IfollowthesamecyclewithKegelexercises—briefsquee
I am about to stimulate myself to orgasm while an fMRI scanner
tracks the blood flow in my brain.
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